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Publication history[ edit ] Elongated Man was created by writer John Broome and penciler Carmine Infantino ,
with significant input from editor Julius Schwartz , who wanted a new supporting character for the Flash.
Despite the acknowledgement that Schwartz did not realize DC owned the name Plastic Man acquired in along
with other Quality Comics properties , Infantino and inker Murphy Anderson stated that he never used him as
a reference for anything. However, in , he became a member of the Justice League of America, and he is
mostly seen in that title from to Fictional character biography[ edit ] As a teenager, Ralph Dibny was
fascinated by contortionists , or people who displayed feats of agility and suppleness. He learned that all of the
body-benders he spoke with drank a popular soda called "Gingold. Ralph Dibny was one of the earliest Silver
Age DC heroes to reveal his secret identity to the public, and also one of the first to marry his love interest.
After teaming up with several other superheroes like Batman, Green Lantern, the Atom, Zatanna and the
Justice League of America, he became a member of the team. Eventually, his wife became a member as well.
The couple was also notable in having a stable, happy, and relatively trouble-free marriageâ€”an anomaly in
the soap operatic annals of super hero comic books. The healthy, stable relationship between Ralph and Sue,
and the events that led to and resulted from her death, were used as primary narrative devices throughout the
series for examining the respective personal relationships of other JLA and JSA members and to a lesser
extent, members of the supervillain community. The latter arc was produced before Identity Crisis but
published afterwards. He confronts Cassandra Sandsmark , [6] and she tells Dibny that she is in a cult that
believes that Superboy can be resurrected. She invites him to the ceremony. Despite his initial agreement,
Dibny and his friends disrupt the ceremony, but the effigy of Sue crawls to Dibny and calls out to him as it
burns; Dibny suffers a nervous breakdown as a result. A voice from within the helm of Doctor Fate , unheard
by the other members of the group, speaks to Dibny and promises to fulfill his desires if he makes certain
sacrifices. The Perfect Accomplished Physician comes to the rescue. Both he and the Yeti are members of the
Great Ten, defenders of China. He begins the spell to resurrect Sue, puts on the helmet of Fate, and shoots it,
revealing Felix Faust , who was posing as Nabu. Through his death Ralph has trapped Faust and Neron in the
tower, seemingly for eternity, though his methods of doing so are unknown. These events take place just prior
to Countdown , indicating that Faust had only been there for a few weeks. In Batman and the Outsiders 5, it is
revealed after appearing unknown in the previous two issues that Ralph and Sue have gained or discovered the
ability to possess human bodies, like the ability of Boston Brand, AKA Deadman. Reign in Hell[ edit ] Ralph
and Sue, in their ghostly forms, appear before Doctor Occult with news of the war brewing in Hell. Sent by
Giovanni Zatara , who as a member of the Hell Resistance Movement hopes to take advantage of the war, they
ask Doctor Occult to aid him in his plan. They then dissipate and leave him to make his decision. At the end of
the issue in the promotional profile image of the Black Lantern Corps his hand is easily identifiable as popping
out of its grave. Big Shot, reporting to the Riddler who in this incarnation of the team serves as " Mockingbird.
Powers and abilities[ edit ] The Elongated Man gets his abilities from a combination of drinking a refined
version of a soft drink named Gingold that contains the extract of a fictional fruit called gingo and his natural
latent metahuman physiology. The extract interacts with a latent gene that Ralph has, thus activating his super
powers. It was revealed in Invasion 3 that it was a metagene reaction to the Gingold elixir that had always
provided him with his stretching powers, meaning that he is, in fact, a metahuman and that an ordinary human
would not develop such powers through ingesting the extract. Also, most people are extremely allergic to
highly concentrated Gingold. As his name suggests, the Elongated Man can stretch his limbs and body to
super-human lengths and sizes. These stretching powers grant the Elongated Man heightened agility enabling
flexibility and coordination that is beyond the natural limits of the human body. He can contort his body into
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various positions and sizes impossible for ordinary humans, such as being entirely flat so that he can slip
under a door, or using his fingers to pick conventional locks. He can also use it for disguise by changing the
shape of his face, although this is painful and difficult for him. He is largely able to withstand corrosives,
punctures and concussions without sustaining injury. It has been demonstrated that he is resistant to high
velocities that would kill an ordinary person and that he is also more resistant to blasts from energy weapons
that would kill ordinary humans. In addition to his stretching abilities, Elongated Man is professionally trained
as a detective and is highly skilled in deductive reasoning. Often considered one of the most brilliant
detectives in the DC Universe compared with Batman only differing in the actual course of their logic. He is a
talented amateur chemist as well. A meta-side-effect of his powers coupled with his detective skills is
enhanced olfactory sense, allowing him to "smell" when something is "not right", or if a clue or mystery is at
hand. This results in a rubbery "nose twitch". Firehawk once told Ralph that Green Arrow said the nose twitch
was not a real thing but rather something he made up to get more press. Later Dibny is seen hawking a " male
enhancement " drink "Gingold" in a TV infomercial. He is then recruited to aid Batman in his attack against
the American government taken over by Lex Luthor. Countdown to Final Crisis[ edit ] Recently the Ralph
Dibny of Earth , where secret identities are no longer needed by superheroes, has been seen in Countdown to
Final Crisis. This version was a police detective until Barry Allen discovered that he had committed perjury
and he was removed from the force. As a private investigator , Ralph winds up specializing in infidelity cases.
Labs where Caitlin Snow helps him take control of his elastic powers. Labs team and works with him to help
become a superhero. Cisco Ramon creates a special, unadorned costume for him to use. Ralph debuts as a solo
superhero while Barry is in prison after being framed, and is at first nicknamed "Stretchy Man" before
appearing in his new costume and being dubbed Elongated Man in a misunderstanding with the press.
Although he appears in numerous episodes as a background character, he has only three episode with speaking
roles. As they were on crowd control, he complains to Booster Gold about his position. This soon annoys
Booster Gold, with Elongated Man saying that the squeaky wheel gets the grease. As he is helping clean up
the mess in the city, Booster Gold walks past him alongside Dr. Flash asks Elongated Man if Flash seems
immature. The Elongated Man appears in Batman: The Brave and the Bold , voiced by Sean Donnellan. This
version possesses shape-shifting abilities. The two ductile metahumans constantly bicker on who is the better
partner to Batman. Batman later gives the truth: The Dark Knight prefers to work alone between them.
Additionally, Elongated Man appears in a non-speaking cameo in the two-part episode "The Siege of Starro!
He joins the other superheroes in a musical number that asks Superman, Batman, and Wonder Woman about
being called "Super Friends". In his part, Elongated Man stated that he was strapped for cash and asking
Superman for money seems to be Kryptonite. He was caught by Flash, who runs around the place to tie him up
on pillars and building structures. Then the Flash teases him with a flick of his elongated body with a rubber
sound. In the animated film Justice League:
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Avengers[ edit ] Jack of Hearts arrives at the Avengers mansion. The zombified hero explodes damaging the
mansion. Ant Man, who approached his former teammate, is seemingly killed in the blast but in truth is
teleported away by future versions of his daughter, Cassie Lang, and her teammates, the Young Avengers.
Elsewhere, the mind-controlled Wanda arrives at the United Nations where she has a conversation with
Captain America who announces that he is ending their fledgling relationship. Furious, Wanda uses her
powers to cause Tony to suddenly become drunk and belligerent at an important meeting where the Avengers
would have their UN security clearance revoked following the events of Secret War. With Doom and the
mind-controlled Wanda watching from the shadows, She-Hulk is hexed by Wanda and becomes consumed
with bloodlust, tearing Vision in half and brutally assaulting Wasp and Captain America. As the super-hero
community gathers at the mansion, the Avengers do not know that several of the members are constructs
created by the possessed Wanda on behalf of Doctor Doom to spy on the Avengers. As the Avengers fear that
Ultron may be behind the attack, Doom orders Wanda to summon an armada of Kree soldiers to attack
Manhattan. In the ensuing battle, Hawkeye is killed when his arrows are hit causing their explosives to go off.
In his dying moments, Hawkeye takes out a Kree battleship in the blast after taking flight with a
commandeered Kree jet pack. Reluctantly he allows Magneto to take his daughter with him after he vows to
help her. Iron Man eventually defeats his impersonator and bring down the ring of corrupt senators who were
behind the murder and Force being blackmailed. Realizing that his loved ones are being targeted by his
enemies, Stark gives a press conference where he announces that he is resigning as Secretary of Defense and
will no longer actively be Iron Man, in favor of returning to "subordinates" filling the role for him. Thor[ edit ]
A mystic force that is the living embodiment of Ragnarok has begun slaying the Asgardian Gods, in rapid
succession. Investigating the genocide of his people, Thor discovers that the universe itself is seeking to
eliminate the Asgardians for cheating death by surviving countless previous attempts by the universe to fulfill
Ragnarok and wipe out the Asgardians. Ultimately Thor allows himself to be destroyed, as all known
Asgardians are destroyed. M when Cap starts having hallucinations; some of them involving encounters with
his fellow Avenger Wanda Maximoff aka the Scarlet Witch. Meanwhile, Falcon is gifted a new enhanced
costume from Wakanda and uses it to escape the feds. Captain America discusses his past, most notably his
guilt from the death of Bucky, with Scarlet Witch and she eases his trouble. While they engage in a romance,
Cap cites that he can not give her the normal life she desires due to his own emotional issues. Wanda, oddly
tells him she has no recollection of their romance, indicating that Cap hallucinated the whole thing. The kiss
transforms him into her spider-creature. However the kiss has an unexpected side-effect of making him
"pregnant", which regressed him back into his human form. As a side-effect, Peter now finds himself able to
produce organic spider-webbing from his wrists and has a psychic link with all insects. The queen seemingly
dies in the collapse of the underground subway. Fantastic Four[ edit ] While the Avengers face the destruction
of their mansion and the invading Kree armada, Wizard and the Frightful Four launch a surprise attack on the
Fantastic Four, defeating the heroes and seizing control over the Baxter Building. The Fantastic Four regroup
and beat the villains. Captain America[ edit ] Following the events of "Disassembled", Captain America is
naturally depressed and rekindles a relationship with Diamondback Rachel Leighton. During these events
Steve realizes his love for Rachel. Aftermath[ edit ] In the wake of "Avengers Disassembled", two new
Avengers series were created. The New Avengers title replaced the Avengers title with a new No. This new
title continued with the creative team of writer Brian Michael Bendis and artist David Finch. The other title,
premiering February , was Young Avengers , which featured teenage heroes, each of whom excepting
Hawkeye related in some way to the legacy of the Avengers. The group was revived by its creators in July
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with the bimonthly series Avengers: This in turn led into the House of M mini-series and crossover, also
written by Bendis. As for the Avengers killed during Disassembled saga, they have all returned to life in
separate events. Hawkeye was rematerialized by Wanda during the House of M story. Ant-Man is thus
brought to the present along with the Young Avengers. List of crossover issues[ edit ] Avengers â€” main
story.
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Character history[ edit ] She first appears in the Fifth Doctor serial Planet of Fire , in which she encounters the
Doctor and Turlough on the island of Lanzarote. After an encounter with the Master and the shapechanging
android Kamelion who disguises himself as her stepfather, Professor Howard Foster , Peri asks to join the
Fifth Doctor on his travels, while Turlough departs to return to his home planet of Trion. As they are both
suffering from spectrox poisoning on Androzani, the Fifth Doctor decides to give what antidote remains to
Peri, sacrificing himself to save her. As she looks on, he regenerates into the Sixth Doctor at the end of The
Caves of Androzani and she continues to travel with him, despite the fact that one of the first things the
temporarily unstable Sixth Doctor does is try to strangle her The Twin Dilemma. Peri is a bright, spirited
young woman in her early twenties, who travels with the Doctor because, like many of his companions, she
wants to see the universe. Although she shares a more abrasive relationship with the Sixth Doctor, there is an
undercurrent of affection in their verbal sparring. Peri travels with the Doctor for an undisclosed period of
time; some sources say she travels with him for mere months, while others say years. Between the events of
Revelation of the Daleks and the season-long story The Trial of a Time Lord , the character is shown to have
matured somewhat coinciding with an month production break between the two stories and her relationship
with the Doctor becomes less combative. In the second segment of the Trial story arc, Mindwarp , Peri is
abducted by an arthropod-like creature named Kiv, who apparently transplants his brain into her body. Soon
after, the Doctor is led to believe that Peri is dead, and is severely distressed by this. Peri has, in fact, survived,
saved by, and marrying, King Yrcanos of Thoros Alpha, a warrior king who had assisted the Doctor and Peri
during the Mindwarp incident. It is not known what happens to Peri after she marries Yrcanos. Other
appearances[ edit ] Peri Brown has the distinction of being the first humanoid television companion to appear
in the Doctor Who Magazine comic strip previously the strip, which began in , depicted the Doctor either
travelling alone or with companions created for the strip, while the robotic television companion K9 was
featured in several DWM comic strips featuring the Fourth Doctor. Her first appearance is in "Funhouse Part
1" DWM in which she appears in two panels as a scantily clad apparition manifested by a villain. The epilogue
to the Target Books novelisation of Mindwarp by Philip Martin states that Peri returns to the 20th Century
with Yrcanos where the latter becomes a professional wrestler. This tongue-in-cheek conclusion is not
reflected in any televised story, and is generally ignored by fandom. In the novel, the Seventh Doctor makes
peace with Peri after she finds her way back to Earth through a temporal rift on Krontep, and returns her to her
time. Forward reveals that Peri had been sexually abused by her stepfather. In several of these stories, the Fifth
Doctor and Peri are joined by another companion, the Egyptian princess Erimem. In the audio play Her Final
Flight , the Sixth Doctor finds Peri on a remote planet, where she apparently dies of a virus, although it is
revealed that the entire story was part of a fantasy designed to make The Doctor kill himself. Another audio
play, Peri and the Piscon Paradox , states that the Time Lords made several adjustments to her time line,
resulting in at least five alternate versions of Peri with different fates, including one that thought she never
travelled in the TARDIS but instead moved to California and eventually hosted a talk show called The Queen
of Worries after divorcing her abusive childhood sweetheart. Bryant played the role of "Miss Brown" in the
first three installments of the BBV video series The Stranger , opposite Colin Baker as the Stranger; although
the character is never explicitly identified as being Peri much as the Stranger was never directly linked to the
Doctor there are nonetheless similarities in the two characters, with one major difference: Bryant uses her
natural English accent for Miss Brown rather than affecting an American one as she did with Peri. List of
appearances[ edit ].
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Is the show entertaining? Is there queer representation? Does it make us laugh or cry, or inspire us to rise up
and resist the forces that oppress us? Or does it help us forget our troubles? The following shows check at least
one if not more of these boxes. So relax, pull up a chair, and happy viewing! I Love You, America
Button-pushing funny woman and longtime lefty Sarah Silverman has a history of reaching across the aisle, as
it were. Premieres September 12 at 10 p. There she meets Michael Ted Danson a devilish angel or is he an
angelic devil? The series, from Parks and Recreation creator Michael Schur, is arguably the quirkiest show on
television. Premieres September 27 at 8 p. Created by Raphael Bob-Waksberg, the show is a humorous satire
of the politics of Tinseltown, as seen through the eyes of various anthropomorphized animals like BoJack and
his feline agent Princess Carolyn Amy Sedaris. Premieres September 14 on Netflix. Single Parents A
necessary look at unconventional families and the struggles single parents face, this comedy is a must-see for
queer viewers. The show, which was originally meant to be a CW companion to Riverdale before it moved to
Netflix, stars Kiernan Shipka Mad Men as Sabrina Spellman, a half-witch on the eve of her 16th birthday, who
must reckon with her dual identity while also fighting the forces of evil. Each episode will be framed as a
mini-film, with one reportedly inspired by horror classic The Exorcist. Premieres October 26 on Netflix.
Empire This look into the world of hip-hop brought viewers sass and an unflinching portrayal of the struggles
black gay men face. Premieres September 26 at 8 p. Murphy Brown The Trump administration, with its
relentless attacks on the news media, spurred journalists like Dan Rather to come out of retirement to defend
the freedom of the press. Premieres September 27 at 9: Premieres October 4 at 9 p. The 10th and last season
premieres this fall â€” with the hope from some reviewers that the show will severely shake things up before
the final send-off. Cam and Mitchell got knocked for their sexless existence, but many think their portrayal of
loving dads to little Lily helped soften gay folks to America. What awaits Cam and Mitchell in this season is
unclear, save for the fact that they are now taking care of Cal, a little boy whose mother is in jail. Premieres
September 26 at 9 p. Atypical Atypical, created by Robia Rashid, made television history last year for its lead
character, Sam Keir Gilchrist , a teenager with autism. Through Sam, viewers of the Netflix show could
understand the struggles that come from living with a developmental disorder as well as the impact on a
family. Many queer fans could also relate to Sam and his difficulty fitting into a society that was not made for
them. Premieres September 7 on Netflix. Crazy Ex-Girlfriend Rachel Bloom is back for a final season
portraying the Ivy League lawyer who still clumsily falls in and out of love like the rest of us. LisaGay
Hamilton, who won hearts on The Practice back in the day, plays Colonel Kayla Price, a queer woman of
color and an astronaut who champions the importance of science in a planned mission to Mars that comes on
the heels of one that ended in swift disaster. A welcome break from the standard all-American cheering on for
the space race, The First takes into consideration issues like funding the space program when environmental
and social programs to help people lack money. Premieres September 14 on Hulu. The Flash premieres
October 9 at 8 p. Black Lightning The CW superhero world has a reputation for being big on LGBTQ
representation, but that universe really outdid itself with Black Lightning, about a family of superheroes of
color who battle racism amd other social problems by day and villains by night. Premieres October 9 at 9 p.
The Conners While transphobic Trump supporter Roseanne Barr was fired in the wake of her racist tweet, for
which she made lame excuses, the show will go on for the working-class Conner family in the fictional
Midwestern town of Lanford. Premieres October 18 at 8 p. But the cultural significance of this sitcom does not
end there. On Black-ish, intersectional, heartfelt storytelling is just a given. The candid look at blackness,
family, and suburbia is full of teaching moments that never feel didactic. The show, which is to feature a queer
woman of color â€” Deborah Fields, a. House of Cards The sixth and final season of this political potboiler
will have President Claire Underwood Robin Wright front and center â€” her husband, former president Frank
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Underwood, is now dead. Disgraced gay harasser Kevin Spacey, who played Frank, was fired from the Netflix
show after dozens of his accusers went public. So get ready for eight Cards episodes where conniving Claire
runs the world â€” Hillary had the presidency stolen from her, but at least we can live vicariously through
Claire Underwood. The season drops November 2 on Netflix. Premieres October 31 on CBS: Superstore
America Ferrera has stepped up as a major voice of The Resistance, and her sitcom, which explores class and
family, is no exception. Premieres December 30 on Fox. A horror film about a literal girl from hell, the
original movie was silly, shocking, and, at times, terrifying. The dynamic between the mother and daughter is
at the heart of the movie, so swapping the maternal character for a paternal one played by executive producer
Rob Lowe is a tad concerning. Premieres September 9 at 8 p. The gimmick of the blind audition and the big
reveal! Premieres September 24 at 8 p.
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Meanwhile, Mystique had an affair with the mysterious Azazel from La Isla des Demonas and became
pregnant with their child. The baby was born visibly mutated with blue fur all over, pointed ears, iridescent
eyes, and a prehensile tail. Mystique passed out and left young Kurt Wagner floating down a river during her
escape. Margali took the baby back with her to the circus. Later, Kurt and Stephan forged a true friendship as
they grew older, and Stephan knew that his magical heritage might lure him to evil one day. So, Stephan had
Kurt promise him a blood-oath, that if he ever killed without reason, Kurt would kill him as well. Fearing the
worst, Margali worked with Armen Freilich to free Kurt. As he fled, he accidentally knocked over a torch,
igniting the circus. Getmann and his men chased Kurt through the forest and were about to shoot him in the
face when he teleported for the first time. Two days later, he was discovered and welcomed and Kurt happily
found a home trading shelter for labor. One evening, Armen burst in the door, apparently being chased by
Getmann and his goons for escaping. Father Wagner tried to stop them from taking the boys, but the men
proved too strong and set the church on fire during the brawl. Kurt ported Armen to a nearby farm before
going back and beating on Getmann. Just as he was about to kill Getmann, Father Wagner reminded Kurt of
his humanity. With the tides turned, Getmann and his men took aim to kill both Kurt and the Father but were
frozen. Years later, the Texas millionaire Arnos Jardine, who ran a large circus based in Florida , heard of the
circus Wagner worked for and bought it. Jardine intended to move its best acts into his American circus.
Appalled, Wagner quit and made his way towards Winzeldorf , Germany , where Stephan was. Kurt
discovered that Stephan had gone mad and had brutally slain several children. Two nights after leaving the
circus, Wagner found Stephan and fought him, hoping to stop his rampage. Then the villagers of Winzeldorf,
who assumed him to be a demon who was responsible for the child killings, discovered Wagner. They were
about to kill him, when they were all psionically paralyzed by Professor Xavier, who had come to recruit
Wagner into the X-Men. However, Margali was not there and she held Wagner responsible for murdering
Stefan. X-Men Wagner helped Prof. Xavier and Cyclops rescue the original X-Men from Krakoa. The second
group of X-Men were mostly adults and required no tutoring from Professor X, but trained in the use of their
powers, in the Danger Room. Investigating the murder of an old friend, Eric Hoffman, Kurt briefly battled
Spider-Man , and The Punisher , until the real killer, Jigsaw , was revealed and the trio defeated him [5].
While meeting Amanda at an airport, Kurt recognized the plane of Arcade and overheard that he had been
contracted, by Arnos, to kill Spider-Man and refused. There, he faced Margali Szardos, who held Kurt
responsible for the death of Stephan. When Nightcrawler convinced Margali that Stephan had gone insane, she
forgave Kurt and departed.
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Marja Lewis Ryan Over the course of one night, a woman drives across LA with her heroin addict brother in
search of a detox center, with his two year old daughter in tow. All Square World Premiere Director: Carlos
Marques-Marcet When the best friend of a bohemian lesbian couple agrees to be their surrogate, the three
friends set out on an unconventional journey to start a family. The peace and freedom he has found in this safe
haven disappears when Clara is assaulted, forcing him to face his old demons Cast: Jackie van Beek,
Madeleine Sami Two women run a business breaking up couples for cash but when one develops a conscience
their friendship unravels. Fast Color World Premiere Director: Julia Hart, Jordan Horowitz In this
genre-bending supernatural drama, a woman is forced to go on the run when her extraordinary abilities are
discovered. Years after having abandoned her family, the only place she has left to hide is home. Jason Stone
A close encounter with mysterious lights sends two teens on the run after one discovers she has extraordinary
but dangerous powers. Melanie Laurent After surviving a setup by his criminal boss, a hitman rescues a young
prostitute and flees with her to Galveston, Texas, where the two find strength in each other as dangerous
pursuers and the shadows of their pasts follow close behind. Billy becomes obsessed with proving the outcast
is a murderer. Paulinho Caruso, Teodoro Poppovic Kika is going through a lot. She has millions of fans. And
she has obsessive compulsive disorder. Lynn Shelton, Jay Duplass An ex-con struggling to readjust to life in
his small town forms an intense bond with his former high-school teacher. Unlovable World Premiere
Director: Charlene deGuzman, Sarah Adina Smith, and Mark Duplass A sex- and love-addicted woman learns
what real intimacy is when she starts making music with a reclusive man. Sarah Daggar Nickson A once
abused woman, Sadie Olivia Wilde , devotes herself to ridding victims of their domestic abusers while hunting
down the husband she must kill to truly be free. Who We Are Now U. Fritz Bohm, Florian Eder A blossoming
teenager uncovers the dark secret behind her traumatic childhood. Glen Lakin A seventeen-year-old boy
blackmails his father after discovering his secret second family. Nicholas Kovacic, Matthew Riggieri,
Screenwriter: Chantal Martineau In Mexico, families have passed down the tradition of distilling agave for
generations and now, this once obscure Mexican drink is everywhere. Discover, how one delicate plant has
carried the weight of a nation and the people trying to protect it. The film features new interviews with Dick
Cavett, Rev. The Bill Murray Stories: Douglas Tirola Brewmaster follows a young ambitious New York
lawyer who struggles to chase his American dream of becoming a brewmaster and a Milwaukee-based
professional beer educator, as he attempts to become a Master Cicerone. Daughters of the Sexual Revolution:
Josh Lowell, Peter Mortimer Legendary free climber Tommy Caldwell tries to get over heartbreak by scaling
ft of an impossible rock face: Ryusuke Okajima Fuyuki Shimazu, the cardboard picker and artist, creates
wallets made from used cardboard which he picks up from 25 countries. Jason Charnick A man discovers a
box of interviews with his father, a lifelong heroin addict who died of AIDS in What he finds will uncover
generations of family secrets, forcing him to redefine his own past, doubt his present, and question his future.
Jeff Zimbalist, Michael Zimbalist Nossa Chape tracks the rebuilding of the Chapecoense football club in
Brazil after an airplane carrying the team crashed on November 28th, , and left all but three of the players
dead. Operation Odessa World Premiere Director: Alison Klayman Every era gets the drug it deserves. In
America today, where competition is ceaseless from school to the workforce and everyone wants a
performance edge, Adderall and other prescription stimulants are the defining drugs of this generation. The
film reveals how the human spirit is driven by forces deeper than success and glory. Jason Outenreath Austin
based refugee house, Casa Marianella, is one of the most prominent refugee houses in the United States,
providing life saving services for thousands of immigrants each year. Meet the people who live here now.
Visions Visions filmmakers are audacious, risk-taking artists in the new cinema landscape who demonstrate
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raw innovation and creativity in documentary and narrative filmmaking. Yen Tan A young man goes home for
the holidays and struggles to reveal a distressing secret to his loved ones. Sebastian Gutierrez Elizabeth
Harvest is a science fiction reimagining of the French folktale of Bluebeard, in which a violent nobleman in
the habit of murdering his wives is confronted by a new wife trying to avoid the fate of her predecessors.
Edwards Fresh out of foster care at age 18, a young drifter turns to petty crime to survive, and discovers an
impossible love in an unlikely friend. Origin Story Word Premiere Directors: Morgan Capps, Jilann
Spitzmiller, Screenwriters: Jilann Spitzmiller, Morgan Capps, Christina Procter A group of artists, punks, and
weirdos create a subversive DIY collective to disrupt the art establishment in Santa Fe, NM, which in the face
of internal turmoil evolves into a cultural phenomenon on the path to becoming a global creative empire.
During this quest, the filmmaker finds out how much of his creativity and human values are at stake as he
builds his own robot to replace himself as a filmmaker. Perfect World Premiere Director: Ted Kupper A
young man with a violent past enters a mysterious clinic where the patients wildly transform their bodies and
minds using genetic engineering. Pet Names World Premiere Director: Meredith Johnston When her ill mother
urges her to take a vacation from her caretaking, grad-school-dropout Leigh invites her ex along on the
camping trip. The two soon find that confronting old wounds during a weekend in the woods is anything but
restful. Profile North American Premiere Director: When an ISIS recruiter contacts her online character, she
experiences the process first hand. Zeek Earl, Chris Caldwell A teenage girl and her father travel to a remote
moon on the hunt for elusive riches. Brett Hanover, Alanna Stewart, Rukus A hybrid of documentary and
fiction, Rukus is a queer coming-of-age story set in the liminal spaces of furry conventions, southern punk
houses, and virtual worlds. Interwoven, unscripted stories of life in a small mid-America town. Jamie Adams
Gillian and Oliver have reached the Seven Year Itch moment in their Marriage, being of the melodramatic
persuasion they itch till their relationship bleeds! Wobble Palace World Premiere Director: Story by Dasha
Nekrasova and Eugene Kotlyarenko A week before the election, a couple on the verge of a nervous break-up
decide to split their home over the weekend and test the waters of independence.
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The Legend of Zelda and Philosophy is a series of essays that explores topics both confined to the game, as in Rachel
Robison's "Shape Shifting and Time Traveling: Link's Identity Issues", to more.

Detective Comics May Arthur Brown was a game show host until he turned to a life of crime. He is the father
of Stephanie Brown. The Brave and the Bold 78 June The original Copperhead, John Doe, was a criminal who
committed numerous thefts in Gotham City wearing a snake costume before finally being apprehended by
Batman and Batgirl. Donning a costume and taking the name "Count Vertigo", he embarked on a life of crime.
Despite primarily being an enemy of Green Arrow and Black Canary , he has been known to come into
conflict with Batman. He also set out to kill his descendant, Bruce Wayne. Electrocutioner [] [] [] Batman
January The original Electrocutioner is an unnamed vigilante who murders criminals with electricity. He is
eventually killed by Adrian Chase. He is a vigilante like his predecessor. Detective Comics May Lester
Buchinsky is the brother of the original Electrocutioner who started off as a vigilante like his brother but soon
became a mercenary. Living Hell 1 July Former crooked investor Warren White thought he scored a legal
victory when he won the insanity plea in court. After much torture and abuse, a disfigured Warren White was
driven insane. He is among the villains who are executed by the second Tally Man. He is among the villains
who was killed by Bruno Mannheim. Completely delusional, yet quite dangerous, he usually uses
electricity-based weaponry to emulate the lightning bolt of Zeus, and at one point formed the New Olympians
consisting of characters based on Greek mythology characters. Though briefly cured of his delusional state, he
reverted to his Maxie Zeus persona when the Joker murdered his nephew. Green Arrow 12 March
Onomatopoeia is a serial killer who targets non-powered, vigilante superheroes. He earned his name because
he imitates noises around him, such as dripping taps, gunshots, etc. No personal characteristics are known
about Onomatopoeia, including his real name or facial features. Onomatopoeia is a superb athlete, martial
artist, and weapons expert. He carries two semi-automatic handguns, a sniper rifle, and an army knife.
Prometheus 1 February While the original Prometheus, Curtis Calhoun, was an enemy of Blue Beetle , the
most notable villain to use the name is a twisted mirror image of Batman. As a child, he watched in horror as
police slaughtered his parents in a Bonnie and Clyde style shoot-out. He swore revenge upon "justice". Flash
Comics 36 December Peter Merkel is a master contortionist and hypnotist who has fought Batman on many
occasions. Since the New 52 , he has been an inmate at Arkham Asylum. He has the ability to communicate
with and train rats, and uses them to plague Gotham City. Shortly after the Infinite Crisis began, Ratcatcher
was killed by an OMAC agent in hiding who identified the Ratcatcher as a gamma level threat and vaporized
him. He is behind Flashpoint where he was killed by Thomas Wayne , but brought back to life later
developing the new grudge over his killer and his family i. Opposed Batman in the Button where he was
decimated by an unknown being. Eventually, brought back even after this. All-American Comics 61 October
Cyrus Gold was a Gotham City merchant who was murdered and thrown into Slaughter Swamp, where he was
transformed into an undead, incredibly strong, zombie-like creature. Solomon Grundy was initially an enemy
of Green Lantern , but has had numerous encounters with Batman. Detective Comics 74 April Dumphrey and
Deever Tweed are a pair of cousins whose similar looks often have them mistaken for identical twins. Green
Lantern 10 Winter A caveman that was exposed to a meteorite that gave him immortality, and who has
manipulated history, such as being a Pharaoh in Egypt and assisting the murder of Julius Caesar. The League
of Assassins[ edit ] Main article: The group has been led at times by Dr.
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This season, for the first time, the time-traveling, regenerating Doctor will take the form of a woman: The 13th Doctor will
be portrayed by by Jodie Whittaker.

With descriptions from the festival. Narrative Feature Competition Family. When an emotionally stunted
thirty-year-old woman is tasked with watching her awkward and bullied 12 year old niece for the week, she
finds her life unfurling when the girl runs away to be a juggalo. Frustrated with the lack of chivalrous guys her
own age, a college senior gives up on dating for love to date an older man in exchange for gifts instead. While
her father is away serving in the military, Sadie battles to preserve his place on the home front when her
mother takes an interest in a new man. Hannah Marks and Joey Power. This sets Jamie and her family on an
emotional roller coaster ride while she falls for the wrong guy at the wrong time. Officer Arnaud loved his
Mom. Nick Rutherford, Kirk C. Johnson, and Will Elliott. Facing the fourth year of their engagement, an
indecisive couple is thrust into the most uncomfortable night of their lives by intentionally and unintentionally
involving a third party in their relationship. Write When You Get Work. Documentary Feature Competition
Chi-Town. An underdog basketball player from Chicago goes on a meteoric rise to become one of the best
college point guards in the nation. But while he pursues dreams of the NBA, his success contrasts with the
effects of gun violence on his friends back home. All Things Are Photographable. Man of his time. All Things
Are Photographable is a revealing documentary portrait of the life and work of acclaimed photographer Garry
Winograndâ€”the epic storyteller in pictures of America across three turbulent decades. The Gospel of Eureka.
Michael Palmieri and Donal Mosher. Faith, love and civil rights collide on voting day in a small Southern
town that hosts a famous performance of the last days of Christ and an infamous gospel drag show. The new
documentary by the award-winning directors of October Country. Gabriel Silverman and Fiona Dawson.
Jamie Coughlin and Gabriel Silverman. At a time when transgender people are banned from serving in the U.
Weed the People captures the uplifting and heart-wrenching struggles of families who treat their
cancer-stricken children with marijuana, some with astonishing results. The World Before Your Feet. For over
six years, Matt Green, 37, has been walking every street in New York Cityâ€”a total of more than miles.
Headliners A Quiet Place. Laura and her troubled son Henry are forced to drive her estranged, pot-dealing,
carefree father Jack across country after being kicked out of a nursing home. A whimsical western tale of
music and love. Narrative Spotlight 6 Balloons. Over the course of one night, a woman drives across LA with
her heroin addict brother in search of a detox center, with his two year old daughter in tow. When the best
friend of a bohemian lesbian couple agrees to be their surrogate, the three friends set out on an unconventional
journey to start a family. A Bluebird in My Heart. Attempting to lead a quiet reformed life, an ex-con finds
refuge in a motel run by a single mother and her daughter Clara. The peace and freedom he has found in this
safe haven disappears when Clara is assaulted, forcing him to face his old demons. Jackie van Beek and
Madeleine Sami. Two women run a business breaking up couples for cash but when one develops a
conscience their friendship unravels. Julia Hart and Jordan Horowitz. In this genre-bending supernatural
drama, a woman is forced to go on the run when her extraordinary abilities are discovered. Years after having
abandoned her family, the only place she has left to hide is home. A close encounter with mysterious lights
sends two teens on the run after one discovers she has extraordinary but dangerous powers. The Legacy of the
Whitetail Deer Hunter. Neurotic Quest for Serenity. Paulinho Caruso and Teodoro Poppovic. Kika is going
through a lot. She has millions of fans. And she has obsessive compulsive disorder. Lynn Shelton and Jay
Duplass. An ex-con struggling to readjust to life in his small town forms an intense bond with his former
high-school teacher. A sex- and love-addicted woman learns what real intimacy is when she starts making
music with a reclusive man. A once abused woman, Sadie Olivia Wilde , devotes herself to ridding victims of
their domestic abusers while hunting down the husband she must kill to truly be free. Who We Are Now. Wild
Nights With Emily. Fritz Bohm and Florian Eder. A blossoming teenager uncovers the dark secret behind her
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traumatic childhood. You Can Choose Your Family. A seventeen-year-old boy blackmails his father after
discovering his secret second family. The Spirit of a Nation. Nicholas Kovacic and Matthew Riggieri. In
Mexico, families have passed down the tradition of distilling agave for generations and now, this once obscure
Mexican drink is everywhere. Discover, how one delicate plant has carried the weight of a nation and the
people trying to protect it. The Tale of the Tapes. Bader and Dick Cavett. The film features new interviews
with Dick Cavett, Rev. The Bill Murray Stories: Life Lessons Learned from a Mythical Man. Tommy
Avallone and Max Paolucci. Brewmaster follows a young ambitious New York lawyer who struggles to chase
his American dream of becoming a brewmaster and a Milwaukee-based professional beer educator, as he
attempts to become a Master Cicerone. Daughters of the Sexual Revolution: Daughters of the Sexual
Revolution is the never-before-told story of Suzanne Mitchell, the fiercely-loyal den mother of the original
Dallas Cowboys Cheerleaders. Josh Lowell and Peter Mortimer. Legendary free climber Tommy Caldwell
tries to get over heartbreak by scaling ft of an impossible rock face: The Dawn Wall of El Capitan. Fuyuki
Shimazu, the cardboard picker and artist, creates wallets made from used cardboard which he picks up from
twenty-five countries. A man discovers a box of interviews with his father, a lifelong heroin addict who died
of AIDS in What he finds will uncover generations of family secrets, forcing him to redefine his own past,
doubt his present, and question his future. Jeff Zimbalist and Michael Zimbalist. Nossa Chape tracks the
rebuilding of the Chapecoense football club in Brazil after an airplane carrying the team crashed on November
28th, , and left all but three of the players dead. Every era gets the drug it deserves. In America today, where
competition is ceaseless from school to the workforce and everyone wants a performance edge, Adderall and
other prescription stimulants are the defining drugs of this generation. The film reveals how the human spirit is
driven by forces deeper than success and glory. A young man goes home for the holidays and struggles to
reveal a distressing secret to his loved ones. Image at the top: Cory Michael Smith as Adrian. Elizabeth
Harvest is a science fiction reimagining of the French folktale of Bluebeard, in which a violent nobleman in
the habit of murdering his wives is confronted by a new wife trying to avoid the fate of her predecessors. Fresh
out of foster care at age 18, a young drifter turns to petty crime to survive, and discovers an impossible love in
an unlikely friend. Morgan Capps and Jilann Spitzmiller. A group of artists, punks, and weirdos create a
subversive DIY collective to disrupt the art establishment in Santa Fe, NM, which in the face of internal
turmoil evolves into a cultural phenomenon on the path to becoming a global creative empire. More Human
Than Human. Tommy Pallotta and Femke Wolting. More Human Than Human explores what it means to live
in the age of intelligent machines. During this quest, the filmmaker finds out how much of his creativity and
human values are at stake as he builds his own robot to replace himself as a filmmaker. A young man with a
violent past enters a mysterious clinic where the patients wildly transform their bodies and minds using
genetic engineering. When her ill mother urges her to take a vacation from her caretaking,
grad-school-dropout Leigh invites her ex along on the camping trip. The two soon find that confronting old
wounds during a weekend in the woods is anything but restful. When an ISIS recruiter contacts her online
character, she experiences the process first hand. Zeek Earl and Chris Caldwell.
9: Elongated Man - Wikipedia
In the form of a German noblewoman, the shape-shifting mutant Mystique married Baron Christian Wagner. Meanwhile,
Mystique had an affair with the mysterious Azazel from La Isla des Demonas and became pregnant with their child.
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